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A comparison of decision procedures in Presburger arithmetic�

Predrag Jani�ci�c Ian Green Alan Bundy

University of Edinburgh

Abstract

It is part of the tradition and folklore of
automated reasoning that the intractability of
Cooper�s decision procedure for Presburger in�
teger arithmetic makes is too expensive for
practical use� More than �� years of work has
resulted in numerous approximate procedures
via rational arithmetic� all of which are incom�
plete and restricted to the quanti�er�free frag�
ment� In this paper we report on an exper�
iment which strongly questions this tradition�
We measured the performance of procedures
due to Hodes� Cooper 	and heuristic variants
thereof which detect counterexamples
� across a
corpus of �� ��� randomly generated quanti�er�
free Presburger formulae� The results are start�
ling a variant of Cooper�s procedure outper�
forms Hodes� procedure on both valid and in�
valid formulae� and is fast enough for prac�
tical use� These results contradict much per�
ceived wisdom that decision procedures for in�
teger arithmetic are too expensive to use in
practice�

� Introduction

A decision procedure for some theory is an algorithm
which for every formula tells whether it is valid or
not� The role of decision procedures is critical in many
areas� including theorem proving� As Boyer and Moore
wrote ������ x��

It is generally agreed that when practical the�
orem provers are �nally available they will con�
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tain both heuristic components and many de�
cision procedures�

Indeed� even 	generally
 ine�cient decision procedures
could reduce the search space of heuristic components
of a prover and increase its abilities a decision pro�
cedure can both close a branch in a proof� and reject
non�theorems� Decision procedures can also have a im�
portant role in other areas such as geometry and type
checking� for example�

A core part of automatic theorem proving involves
reasoning with integer and natural numbers� Since the
whole of integer arithmetic is undecidable� we are forced
to look for �useful�� decidable sub�theories� there is a
trade�o� between usefulness and the complexity of asso�
ciated decision procedures� In this paper� we take Pres�
burger arithmetic it is useful and there are a number of
decision procedures�

In this paper we want to compare two decision pro�
cedures 	and some simple variations thereof
 that due
to Hodes for Presburger rational arithmetic and that
due to Cooper� for Presburger integer arithmetic� It is
part of the tradition and folklore of automated reasoning
that Cooper�s decision procedure for Presburger integer
arithmetic is too expensive to be of practical use� More
than �� years of work has resulted in numerous approx�
imate procedures via rational arithmetic� all of which
are incomplete and restricted to the quanti�er�free frag�
ment� It is known that the 	worst�case
 time complexity

of Cooper�s procedure is ��
�
n

in the size of the formula��

and moreover� this is much worse than Hodes� procedure�
Boyer and Moore state ������ x��

� � � integer decision procedures are quite com�
plicated compared to the many well�known de�
cision procedures for linear inequalities over the
rationals �� � � �� Therefore� following the tra�
dition in program veri�cation� we adopted a
rational�based procedure� � �

�Shostak ������ attributes this result to Oppen�



It is this �tradition� of work in the rationals �Bledsoe�
����� Shostak� ����� ����� Boyer and Moore� ����� that
we question in this paper�

Here we report on an experimental comparison of de�
cision procedures on ����� randomly generated formu�
lae� in order to explain this tradition to some extent�
However� the results are very surprising�broadly� they
show that a simple variant of Cooper�s procedure out�

performs Hodes� procedure on our sample corpus�
These results cast some doubt on the perceived wis�

dom in the automated reasoning community that full de�
cision procedures for integer arithmetic are too expensive
to use in practice�
Overview of paper� x��� de�nes Presburger arithmetic�

procedures and notation� x� describes the test corpus
and the experiments we made on it� x� shows the results�
x� and x� discusses further work and draws conclusions�

� Background

��� Presburger arithmetic

Presburger arithmetic is 	roughly speaking
 a theory
built up from the constant �� variables� binary �� un�
ary s� relations �� �� �� �� � and the standard con�
nectives and quanti�ers of �rst�order predicate calculus�
The notions of term� atomic formula and formula are
formally de�ned in the usual way 	a grammar is given
in �gure � for the quanti�er�free part
� In Presburger

integer arithmetic 	PIA
� variables range over the in�
tegers� It was Presburger who �rst showed that PIA is
decidable ������� Presburger rational arithmetic 	PRA

is de�ned analogously and is also decidable �Kreisel and
Krivine� ������

The restriction of Presburger integer arithmetic to
Peano numbers 	i�e�� to non�negative integers
 we call
Presburger natural arithmetic 	PNA
��

We write j�T f 	�j�T f
 to mean f is valid 	invalid
 in
theory T � A decision procedure for theory T is a total
function d from formulae to the set fyes� nog� having
for any f the properties of soundness d	f
 � yes implies
T j� f � and completeness� T j� f implies d	f
 � yes� An
incomplete decision procedure is sound but not complete�
We say the formula is true by the decision procedure if
it returns �yes� otherwise it is false�

��� Related work

Some decision procedures for Presburger arithmetic are
based on the idea of quanti�er elimination described by

�For the same theory and some related theories there are
a few di�erent terms used� For instance	 Hodes calls Pres�
burger rational arithmetic a theory EAR ��the elementary
theory of addition on the reals��� Boyer and Moore ���

�
describe a universally quanti�ed fragment of Presburger ra�
tional arithmetic as linear arithmetic �although in fact they
work over the integers�� that same theory sometimes goes by
the name Bledsoe real arithmetic�

Kreisel and Krivine �������these are Hodes� procedure
for Presburger rational arithmetic ������ and Cooper�s
procedure for Presburger integer arithmetic �������
There is also the Sup�Inf family of procedures due to
Bledsoe ������ and latterly improved by Shostak ������
������

The rational�based procedures are an attempt to over�
come the complexity of integer�based procedures� It can
be easily seen that there are formulae true in rational
arithmetic and false in natural arithmetic and vice versa�
For instance� �x��x � � is valid over the rationals� but
not over the naturals� Also� �x�x � � � x � � is valid
over the naturals� but not over the rationals� Therefore�
we cannot use a decision procedure for one of these two
theories in the other� not even as an incomplete decision
procedure�

However� if some universally quanti�ed PNA formula
is true by Hodes� procedure 	i�e�� taking it to be a formula
of PRA
� then it must be valid in PNA� That is� j�PRA s

implies j�PNA s� for the universally quanti�ed formula
s� The reverse implication does not hold� and so Hodes�
procedure is not a decision procedure for PNA�

This idea of applying decision procedures for ration�
als to the integer case is at the heart of Bledsoe�s Sup�
Inf method ������� and can be seen as the start of the
tradition of incomplete decision procedures� The tradi�
tion continued with Shostak�s improved Sup�Inf ������
������ he showed it could decide invalid formulae� and
so was indeed a decision procedure� However� the class
of formulae for which Shostak�s Sup�Inf decides has not
been characterized syntactically it is not a decision pro�
cedure for universally quanti�ed PIA� but for some �se�
mantically characterized� fragment�

Boyer and Moore too followed this track ������� al�
though they reverted back to Hodes� procedure rather
than using Sup�Inf� Their choice was unsurprising in
some sense� since the Nqthm logic is quanti�er�free� so
the restriction for soundness is vacuous� Somewhat curi�
ously� Boyer and Moore conclude in that same paper
that e�ciency of the DP is largely irrelevant in the wider
setting of a heuristic prover in that case why not use
Cooper�s procedure� and have a complete procedure to
boot �

Remark There is a question as to what degree neg�

ative results from a decision procedure can be used
in a heuristic theorem prover� Some systems� such as
Clam �Bundy et al�� ������ can use this information� for
example� in controlling generalization� and other non�
equivalence preserving heuristics� This is undoubtedly

�We emphasize that the Nqthm decision procedure is
stronger than Hodes� procedure since it also has heuristics
to deal with non�Presburger formulae by calling the induct�
ive part of the prover�



true of other theorem provers�
Ancedotal evidence abounds in the literature� we are

not aware of any work quantitative experimental com�
parision of decision procedures� whether in an attempt
to decide between procedures or otherwise�

� Experiments

��� Generating Presburger formulae

We randomly generated a corpus of ����� formulae of
Presburger arithmetic� This was done using the gram�
mar shown in �gure � to generate quanti�er�free formu�
lae containing free variables 	taken from a set of �ve
symbols
� Each rule was chosen with a probability given
in the right�hand column�

Rule Probability
hformulai � hatomic formulai ����
hformulai � � hformulai ���
hformulai � hformulai � hformulai ����
hformulai � hformulai 	 hformulai ����
hformulai � hformulai 
 hformulai ����
hatomic formulai � htermi� htermi ���
hatomic formulai � htermi� htermi ���
hatomic formulai � htermi � htermi ���
hatomic formulai � htermi� htermi ���
hatomic formulai � htermi � htermi ���
htermi � htermi� htermi ���
htermi � s	htermi
 ���
htermi � � ���
htermi � hvariablei ���

Figure � Grammar of Presburger arithmetic and prob�
abilities assigned to rules for generating a corpus

��� Algorithms considered

In addition to Hodes� procedure and Cooper�s procedure�
we also used variants of these� using a heuristic that
quickly rejects invalid formulae 	we will call it the QR
heuristic
�

The heuristic is as follows to invalidate �x���!	x��
 we
show that a particular instance !	c��
 is false� That is�
we instantiate all universally quanti�ed variables in a
formula �x���!	x��
 with particular ground values 	say �
and ���
 in all ways� In that way we get a quanti�er
free formula !	c��
� for which validity is quickly decided�
This simple heuristic is obviously sound� but not com�
plete� However� our experiments showed that this heur�
istic could be very important and very useful��

�Obviously	 this procedure could be used for all types of
formulae �not just universally quanti�ed ones�� using this
procedure we could transform �simplify� a formula to existen�
tially quanti�ed formula and try to disprove it using Cooper�s
procedure�

Thus we compared the following four procedures

Hodes� procedure� For PRA� Recall from x��� that this
procedure is incomplete even for the universally
quanti�ed fragment of PNA�

Cooper�s procedure� For PNA� 	Cooper presented two
such procedures we used the second� improved ver�
sion ������� Besides� Cooper�s procedure is origin�
ally de�ned for Presburger integer arithmetic� and
in our experiments we used our version� slightly
modi�ed for PNA�


DP�A� For a given formula try to disprove it using the
QR heuristic� if it succeeds� the formula is invalid�
otherwise� apply Cooper�s procedure� if Cooper�s
procedure says yes� the formula is a theorem� oth�
erwise it is not�

DP�B� For a given formula try to disprove it using the
QR heuristic� if QR succeeds� the formula is invalid�
otherwise� if the given formula is universally quan�
ti�ed� apply Hodes� procedure� if the answer is yes�
then the formula is valid� if the answer is no or if
a given formula is not universally quanti�ed� then
apply Cooper�s procedure� if the answer is yes� then
the formula is valid� otherwise the answer is no� and
it is invalid�

� Results

We ran the procedures described in x��� on each formula
of the corpus� recording whether the formula was valid
or invalid� and CPU time taken to decide� subject to a
time limit of ���s� The following tables show the results
with CPU time measured in milliseconds��

��� QR heuristic contribution

Of the ����� formulae in the corpus� roughly ���� were
invalid� the remainder valid� DP�A using values of � and
��� was able to quickly reject all but �� of these invalid
formulae� 	We decided to take values � and ��� because
our experiments showed that additional values were not
signi�cantly contributing to the rejection rate� and on
the other hand� using just �� the heuristic rejected less
than ���� formulae�


��� CPU time distribution

Table � shows number of formulae handled by procedures
within a given time interval� together with mean CPU
time 	in ms
� Each entry in the table is a pair� the �rst
part of which is the number of formulae in that time
interval� the second part is the mean time taken by the
procedure� The totals column shows the total number of
formulae handled by each procedure within ��� seconds�
and the mean time for these formulae�

�Programs were written in Quintus Prolog� experiments
were run on a ��Mb Sun SPARC ��



CPU time �ms�
Procedure � ��� ���"��� ���"��� ���"��� Totals

Hodes ����#�� ���#��� ���#���� ��#����� ����#���
Cooper ����#�� ����#��� ���#���� ���#����� ����#���
DP�A ����#�� ���#��� ��#���� ��#����� ����#��
DP�B ����#�� ���#��� ��#���� ��#����� ����#���

Table � Number of formulae decided vs� CPU time

��� E�ect of number of variables

Table � shows that the mean CPU time spent by the
procedures increases with the number of variables� The
number of formulae in the corpus containing a certain
number of variables is shown� with a pair the �rst part
of which is a percentage� the second is the mean CPU
time�

The percentage is of those formulae having a particu�
lar number of variables completed within the ��� second
time limit� In the ��variable case Hodes� procedure pro�
cessed ����$� but for Cooper�s procedure this �gure was
����$� This discrepancy seems to suggest that Cooper�s
procedure degrades with increasing number of variables�
however� notice that DP�A performed better then Hodes�
procedure� Thus the correct explanation is that Cooper�s
procedure is slower on invalid formulae� an e�ect seem
more clearly in x����

��� E�ect of size of formula

The e�ciency of Hodes� and Cooper�s procedure is gov�
erned not just by propositional structure but by term
structure too� To investigate this aspect of performance�
we de�ne the size of a formula#term as the sum of the
sizes of its immediate subformulae#subterms plus one�
taking the size of variables and constants as �� Table �
shows the results�

Cooper�s procedure is most exposed here the per�
centage of formulae decided within the time limit drops
dramatically as the size increases� Hodes� on the other
hand fares quite well� Once again though� the better
performance of DP�A reveals that Cooper�s procedure is
struggling with invalid formulae which are more easily
dealt with by the QR heuristic�

��� E�ect of validity

Table � shows CPU time spent by the procedures accord�
ing to validity of a formula 	considering only those for�
mulae decided by all procedures within the time limit
��

��
�
 formulae from our corpus were treated by all
procedures�so	 ��� formulae are �missing� in table ��
However	 our QR heuristic rejected �� of them	 and thus	
at most �� formulae could change the �rst two columns in
the table � if we had taken higher time limit�

The �rst column pertains to formulae valid in both ra�
tional and natural arithmetic�� the second is for those in�
valid in the rationals and valid in the naturals� the third
for those invalid in both theories� Notice that those in
the second column would not be found to be valid for�
mulae of natural arithmetic by Hodes� procedure� Note
that the heuristic versions dramatically improve the per�
formance of Cooper�s procedure in the invalid cases�

We considered the procedure DP�B� anticipating that
it would take advantage of Hodes� procedure on formu�
lae valid both in PRA and PNA� We expected that these
gains would outweigh losses in other cases and therefore
we expected� in general� DP�B to be faster than DP�A�
However� surprisingly� it turned out that Hodes� pro�
cedure performed worse than Cooper�s procedure in this
group of formulae� Consequently� DP�B failed to improve
upon DP�A in any of groups of formulae according to
validity� Of course� DP�B cannot exploit Hodes� proced�
ure in the case of formulae on which Hodes� procedure
returns no� since Hodes� procedure is incomplete� in such
cases� Cooper�s proceduremust be called� and time spent
in Hodes� procedure is wasted�

Validity j�PRA F �j�PRA F �j�PRA F Total
j�PNA F j�PNA F �j�PNA F

% formulae ��� ���� ���� ����

Hodes ��� ��� �� ���
Cooper �� ��� ��� ���
DP�A �� ��� �� ��
DP�B ��� ��� �� ���

Table � CPU times according to validity#invalidity of
formula

��� Summary of results

On our corpus Cooper�s procedure performed better
than Hodes�� on valid formulae� but it was much worse
on invalid formulae� However� this is mitigated entirely
by using the QR heuristic� Our conclusion then is that

�Out of ��� formulae valid in both rational and natural
arithmetic �� are ground	 ��� with �	 �� with �	 �� with �	
�� with � and 
 with � variables�



� variables�� formulae
Procedure ����	 
���� ����� ��
��� ����� ���


Hodes ���#� ���#�� ���#�� ���#��� ����#��� ����#����
Cooper ���#� ���#�� ���#��� ����#���� ����#���� ����#����
DP�A ���#� ���#�� ���#�� ����#��� ����#��� ����#����
DP�B ���#� ���#�� ���#�� ����#��� ����#��� ����#����

Table � $ completed#CPU time 	ms
 vs� number of variables

Size�� formulae
Procedure 
�
��	�	� 

���
�� 
����
�� �
����� �
����� �
����

Hodes ���#�� ����#��� ����#���� ����#���� ����#���� ���#����
Cooper ����#��� ����#���� ����#���� ����#����� ����#����� ��#�����
DP�A ���#�� ����#��� ����#���� ����#���� ����#���� ���#���
DP�B ���#�� ����#��� ����#���� ����#��� ����#���� ���#���

Table � CPU time vs� size

the combination of Cooper�s procedure and QR performs
better than Hodes� procedure�

� Towards integration

We made some preliminary experiments on using de�
cision procedure in theClam proof planner �Bundy et al��
������ In this experiments we used an extension of our
procedure DP�A� which could handle de�ned arithmetic
functions 	double� half� minus� p
 and relations 	odd�
even
� For that purpose� we use rewrite rules� which�
for instance� using the theorem �x��y�double	x
 � y �
y � �x� it is sound to rewrite F 	double	x

 into �y��x �
y 
 F 	y
� Similarly� �x�even	double	x

 can be rewrit�
ten to �x��u��v��x � v 
 v � �u� Notice that these
translations move outside the quanti�er�free fragment of
Presburger arithmetic�� so we are using DP�A in an area
where Hodes� procedure would be unsound� and so use�
less�

We made experiments on ��� theorems fromClam cor�
pus� The DP�A augmented version of Clam was slower
on some proofs� and faster on others�we recorded the
minimum for each theorem in the corpus� DP�A contrib�
uted to �� proofs� it was used on �� occasions to show a
subgoal valid� and on � occasions to prune invalid sub�
goals 	and so cause backtracking
� Clam with DP�A was
twice as fast as plain Clam�

	 Future work

It would be interesting to compare Hodes� and Cooper�s
procedures with Sup�Inf procedures�

The assignment of probabilities to the rules of the
grammar for Presburger formulae was chosen somewhat

�Multiplication of a variable by a constant is Presburger�
nx is treated as x� � � �� x	 where x appears n times�

arbitrarily�we have yet to investigate the e�ect these
parameters have on validity� time to decide etc� A
quickly computed measure of expected run time might
be useful in a heuristic theorem prover� One can ima�
gine pursuing a line of enquiry similar to that in the
propositional satis�ability community�

According to results of Boyer and Moore ������� an
essential role of using an arithmetic decision procedure
is to contribute to the proofs of deeper theorems in other
theories 	not just arithmetic
� We have done some simple
experiments in the Clam proof�planning system �Bundy
et al�� ������ and the results are promising� Our aim
is to explore Bundy�s idea of proof�plans for the &ex�
ible application of decision procedures �Bundy� ������
Transformation of a problem to a Presburger formula
should be done by a communication module� First step
in that direction is dealing with arithmetic de�ned func�
tions and relations� After that� we are plan to deal with
non�arithmetic functions 	such as list length� min� max

etc�
 using decomposition techniques and di�erent heur�
istics� The ability to move outside the quanti�er�free
restriction will be essential in this respect�


 Conclusions

The e�ectiveness of DP�A 	and hence any claim that
Cooper�s procedure is useful in tandem with the QR

heuristic
 must be o�set by the fact that ��$ of the
corpus is invalid� Although Cooper�s procedure outper�
forms Hodes� procedure on valid formulae� it did so to a
lesser degree than DP�A outperformed Hodes� procedure
on invalid formulae� Furthermore� another factor must
be borne in mind� The corpus we generated did not con�
tain many large constants� and the presence of these in
formulae will often slow both Hodes� and Cooper�s pro�



cedure� and hence DP�A� Note that the Sup�Inf family of
procedures is not a�ected in this way�

We need to be cautious when advocating the use of
DP�A more widely�more experiments on other corpora
are required� especially on the �real problems� generated
during 	say
 inductive veri�cation proofs� With these

caveats� we draw the following conclusions

� Cooper�s procedure with the simple QR heuristic
outperformed Hodes� procedures� This is a start�
ling result� It goes against the grain of much work
and commentarymade on decision procedures in the
past �� years�

� When e�ciency is comparable� it is highly prefer�
able to use a decision procedure in a heuristic the�
orem prover rather than an incomplete decision pro�
cedure� Hodes� procedure 	which is incomplete for
quanti�er�free PNA
 fails to prove many PNA the�
orems� for such theorems much extra work may be
incurred in trying other techniques 	e�g�� induction
�
We speculate that for most invalid PNA conjectures�
even a slow decision procedure will be faster and
more robust than heuristic techniques�

� Worst case analysis of complexity may be mislead�
ing experimental evaluations can be useful�

� Even just a slightly extended decision procedure 	to
deal with arithmetic de�ned functions and relations

improved the performance of an inductive prover�
The ability to move outside quanti�er�free Presbur�
ger arithmetic was essential in the translation�

On the basis of these experiments� we conclude that
for quanti�er�free Presburger arithmetic over the natural
numbers� Cooper�s procedure augmented with a �quick
reject� heuristic is superior to Hodes� procedure� This is
a startling result that questions much of the perceived
wisdom in the automated reasoning community�
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